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Harry potter funko pop set

Get all the best pop culture moments and entertainment delivered to your inbox. Lego Harry Potter is a big deal, and that's not really surprising. JK Rowling's book series has a special place at the heart of anyone growing up in the 1990s and early 2000s, and they continue to be embraced by new generations of fans each year. The first Lego Harry Potter
sets appeared in 2001, coinciding with the release of the first film, Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. Other sets were released in tandem with each subsequent film, and then more came in 2010-11. Things calmed down a bit after that, but since 2018, Lego Harry Potter has returned in style, with a number of excellent ensembles improving markedly
on its predecessors in terms of complexity, design and imaginativeness. Lego has made leaps and bounds in recent years, evident in our round of the best Lego sets for adults. And Lego Harry Potter is no exception. In this article, we bring together what we consider to be the best Lego Harry Potter sets of the modern era. We'll tell you exactly what's good
about each one, as well as some of the flaws, to help you make an informed decision. If you're buying for yourself, your kids or the fanatical hogwarts in your life, read on to discover the best Lego Harry Potter sets available today. You will need plenty of space and lots of patience to build this great and complex Lego Harry Potter Castle (Image Credit:
Lego)Age: 16+ | Number of pieces: 6020 | Weight: 699g | Minifigures: 4 (+27 microfigures) | Model Number: 71043Complex and detailedSo many movie momentsN't the whole castle Much expensive If you're a truly passionate Lego Harry Potter fan, and time and money are no object, then there's no real question about it: you're going to want the Lego Harry
Potter castle. We say time, because it will take quite some time to build this complex, with more than 6,000 pieces. And we say money because, well, it's certainly not cheap. But if you are willing to invest both, then you will get a lot back in return. Because this brilliant ensemble, measuring around 60 x 75cm once built, really packs plenty of classic Harry
Potter moments into its multiple halls and hallways. It would take a long time to list each place and scene depicted in this Lego Harry Potter castle, but senough to say that The Great Hall is beautifully realized, with beautifully designed stained glass windows, flaming torches and seats capable of hosting a number of students and staff. Elsewhere you'll find
Chamber of Secrets, Moaning Myrtle's bathroom, Dumbledore's office, Umbrage's office, the transfiguration classroom and more. Given the number of scenes depicted, many of these rooms are quite tiny, and therefore, instead of minifigures (of which there are only four), the set will focus on 27 microfigures, which are enough to pose in various places. They
are well designed and mostly recognizable, but of course they are not as detailed, or satisfying, as minifigures. Almost everywhere here, Lego made brilliant use of space, from the devil's corner behind a rock to the moving stairs, which are actually rotating. And that's not all: outside the building you also get a Quiping Willow and Hagrid's Hut to add to the
value. Note, however, that this model doesn't actually replicate the entirety of Hogwarts as seen in the film; it's basically just the front of it. Lego's goal here has been more about echoing the big scenes rather than anything like an accurate architectural representation of the castle as it appears on the screen. Also note that there is a high reliance on stickers to
add many of the most important details, such as the requirement room door, and that these can be quite faithfully to apply. Beyond these little niggles, however, this Lego Harry Potter set will provide you with endless pleasure, both in terms of the initial construction and the inevitable series of modifications you'll want to make once you're done. This train and
lego Harry Potter platform set is full of well-observed little details (Image Credit: Lego)Age: 8+ | Number of pieces: 801 | Weight: 1.32kg | Minifigures : 5 (+ Figures from Dementor and Scabbers) | Model number: 75955 Mobileports and platform designlovelyTherely No clues includedNally a passenger carriageThe beginning and end of each academic year
end, the Hogwarts Express hunting for the countryside is one of the most iconic elements of the Harry Potter films. And so we are delighted that the latest set of Lego Harry Potter to represent is really, really good. The train itself is much more accurate than its predecessors, with much more representative wheels and a good selection of interior details
including fireplace, spheres and valves. The carriage is also large; We love that you can remove both the side and the ceiling, making it very easy to get your minifigures placed there. And the platform design is crowning glory, well divided as it is between robbery and magic portions, with a swinging door to move its characters from Platform 9 to platform
93/4.Note, however, that the headlights don't really light up, as portrayed in the box (naughty, Lego!). And that although the train fits perfectly into any Lego track, there are really no tracks supplied with this set. Otherwise, however, this is a brilliantly designed Lego Harry Potter set that ticks all the boxes, and offers excellent value for money. You can actually
play quidditch with this Lego Harry Potter, After A Fashion (Image Credit: Lego)Age: 7+ | Number of pieces: 500 | Weight: 680g | Minifigures : 6 | Model Number: 75956Let's you play QuidditchVery affordableLacks second goalLacks golLacks Structure Many Lego Harry Potter sets are more about display than game, but this excellent quidditch sets up results
on both counts. That's because the player's characters can actually shoot quaffle pieces, and the goalkeeper (who flies in a sort of piece of stilt) can be manoevered to protect them from three-goal mouths. The set also comes with four towers representing Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, Slytherin and Hufflepuff respectively, with room to fit one of the top six
minifigures. The Hufflepuff tower doubles as a usable marker, too. And that, along with some accessories like a very nice gold butterfly, is basically your lot. You're not getting a full stadium then, or even a second-goal piece, but given the very affordable price tag, that's a commitment we feel are worth making. This small but perfectly formed set packages in
lots of cool detail (Image Credit: Lego)Age: 8+ | Number of pieces: 496 | Weight: 721g | Minifigures included: 6 | Model Number: 75947 Great Design OptionsGlowing ChimneyExpensive making it UninseenBatteries You might think that the heavier, rougher sides for the Harry Potter world might not mesh as well with the clean, polished and accurate nature of
Lego... but this fantastic set will go a long way to changing your mind. The thoughtful design and color choices mean that Lego has brought a real earthy and rustic sense to this depiction of Hagrid's cabin, in the scene of the prisoner of Azkaban, where Buckbeak is to be executed. This set makes great use of the space as well. The two sections of hut, which
open at the back, are full of fascinating objects that are easy to move and remove. And the inner highlight is the chimney containing a dragon's egg; a lightweight brick powered by batteries that gives life to fire very effectively. Outside the huts, you also get two sections of pumpkin patch, a stick and tear for Buckbeak, and the hippopothm itself, with a head
and neck that can be turned, wings that can move up and down, and studs on the back to place minifigures. In short, this set might be somewhat precious considering its relatively small size, but it is very well assembled and really adds up to more than the sum of its parts. This dark, embroidery graveyard scene is a big budget purchase. (Image credit: Lego)
Age: over 7 years | Number of pieces: 184 | Weight: 277g | Minifigures: 4 | Model Number: 75965CheapVoldemort-rises action functionSimple lookNot many piecesThe rise of Voldemort in Goblet of Fire is one of the most fundamental scenes in the Harry Potter saga, so it's great that this affordable ensemble does a good job of representing it. Given the
price, it is not quite basic: there are no buildings as such, and a fairly small number of pieces. But there are some lovely touches, including a Grim Reaper that can be posed to capture Harry in his clutches, a cool mini version of the TriWizard Cup, and and a baby and an adult version of the main villain. A very cool action shot allows you to make Voldemort
get up from the dead with the pull of a lever. And best of all, unlike other Lego Harry Potter sets, box art doesn't fool you by suggesting features that aren't there: in this case, what you really see is what you get. In total, this is a great shopping budget for anyone wishing to recreate one of Harry's darkest hours. There's a real fairytale feel to this beautifully
rendered Lego Harry Potter scene (Image Credit: Lego)Age: 8+ | Number of pieces: 184 | Weight: 430g | Minifigures: 4 | Model Number: 75958 Looksclely fairy-tale looksClever carriage design Carriage sealed on one side A little expensive If the sadness of the Voldemort cemetery scene isn't your thing, perhaps you'd rather recreate one of the franchise's
most exhilarating and fairy-tale sequences? This beautifully designed ensemble is reminiscent of the Goblet of Fire scene where a flying cart from the Beauxbatons Academy of Magic arrives at Hogwarts. And everything is quite gorgeous, from the ornate carriage, dotted with attractive little details, to the equine enchanted with its upslable wings. This set is
smartly designed too, especially the carriage, which opens on top to offer what is essentially a second floor, with beds and furniture. Our favorite part, however, is the very dapper version of Hagrid, dressed in his Yule Ball suit and ready to win over Madame Maxime.On the negative side, it's a bit odd that one of the carriage doors doesn't open, the front
harness piece looks a little unfinished, and could be considered a bit expensive considering the number of pieces. But overall, this is a delicious ensemble that pays a brilliant tribute to one of the lightest and most exhilarating moments in the series. We love the idiosyncratic detail in this Lego Harry Potter set (Image Credit: Lego)Age: 7+ | Number of pieces:
257 | Weight: 485g | Minifigures included: 3 (plus no shrink and Hedwig) | Model Number: 294868 PernicelyCan Designed Items Remove Upper FloorExpensiveQuite SmallThere aren't many particularly memorable vehicles from the Harry Potter series, but The Prisoner of Azkaban's crazy Knight Bus is very much the exception. And this Lego set does a
great job of bringing back the surreal three-storey counterption and its life-associated characters (see our full review of Lego Knight Bus). At 12 x 15cm, it's not as big as you'd expect from the surprisingly high price. But it's ingeniously designed to fit a lot, from shrunk head and chandelier, which actually swing as you slide the bus over, into the swing chair
and bed, which both fit It's great, too, that the side of the bus is removable, helping access, plus you can remove the top layer of the bus altogether. This design is not flawless in any way: a gripe is that while the driver fits into the of the bus, will not fit through the door of the bus itself. And overall, this set is pretty darn expensive for what it is. But as a Lego
recreation of one of the craziest scenes in Harry Potter, it's doing a very good job indeed. Relive one of the most powerful scenes in the series with this very affordable Lego Harry Potter set (Image Credit: Lego)Age : 8+ | Number of pieces: 430 | Weight: 200g | Minifigures : 4 | Model number : 75958Very very affordableThe piece ofPatronus is beautifulThere
aren't many piecesShoreline is too smallSerem honest, here: the scene in Prisoner of Azkaban where Harry summons his Patronus is one that hits us squarely on feelings. So we were instantly attracted to this set, and what we like most is the patronus piece itself. In a (very anti-Lego like) brightly transluscent light blue, it really highlights and effectively
conveys the magical nature of both the apparition and the moment itself This contrasts nicely with the (again, very un-Lego as) strange and creepy take on the trees, bringing a vivid sense of darkness and despair to the scene. And so while the piece of coastline is, in our view, a little too small, we think Lego should be applauded for trying something different
here that actually works. And in general, given the low price, we believe that this set offers excellent value. This selection of Lego Harry Potter accessories and minifigures is a great purchase at any time of year (Image Credit: Lego)Age: 7+ | Number of pieces: 305 | Weight: 399g | Minifigures: 7 | Model Number : 75964Includes rare piecesInclus exclusive
piecesThe variety is heard in some itemsSome hard-to-build piecesThis Lego Harry Potter advenment calendar contains 24 free mini-bags, containing Lego pieces that can be used to mount Christmas scenes. So to start with there are plenty of accessories, including seating areas, a Christmas tree, cultery, food, snowman, fireplace, and gifts. There are also
minifigures, a pedestal statue, a hedwig figure and a Micro Hogwarts Express train. Some of the pieces are very small and difficult to put together, which could be seen as a mistake or a feature, depending on how much you like a challenge. Meanwhile, some collectors might want this outfit only for exclusive items (at the time of writing), such as Hermione in
her winter dress and Harry's acceptance letter to Hogwart. There is even an exclusive character in the form of a gold figure by the architect of Hogwart. Or maybe you just want something to open every day during the Christmas season, which isn't a disappointingly small square of chocolate. Whatever your reasoning, this is a nice and cheap purchase for
Lego Harry Potter fans. Lego Harry Potter minifigures... to catch them all. (Image credit: Lego) Age: over 6 years | Number of pieces: 8 | Weight: 259 | Minifigures: 22 | Model Number: 71022Lots of great characters That watch invisibilityA very packagingExpensiveThet offers exactly what it promises: promises: promises: minifigures from the Harry Potter
series and six from the Fantastic Beasts series. Each comes in a mystery sealed bag along with one or more accessory items, plus a collector's brochure and a unique display motherboard. Unfortunately, that adds up to a lot of unnecessary packaging, which doesn't just mesh with Lego's overall approach to environmental responsibility. The Lego Harry
Potter minifigures themselves, however, are all very nice, and our favorite inclusion should be Harry's invisibility cloak, which has an iridescent treatment that really shines, both literally and metaphorically. Be warned, though: the set as a whole is very expensive, and just as you feel about the fantastic beasts series will probably have a huge impact on
whether you think this is worth the cost. Cost.
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